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HOW TO USE THIS GUIDE

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

Thanks for purchasing these notes! I hope you have everything you need to get through this
semester and ace this subject! MGMT 1001 is a very content heavy subject and it can be very

overwhelming but hopefully you’re at the beginning of the semester and you can hit the ground
running. Even if you are towards the end and you need to get on top of the final exam, these notes

can get you to where you need to be.

Ideally you will have these notes at the beginning of your semester, meaning that you’ll be able to take
them to lectures and add to them yourself and personalise them to best fit your learning style. You can
either print them out (I have divided it so you can print each chapter separately) and annotate or
highlight as you go or keep them digital and print them out before the final exam. When printing, I
would recommend fitting two pages per piece of paper and printing two-sided if possible.

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

These notes employ the Cornell Method of Note-taking
whereby the left hand column is used to indicate the key
concepts and themes of the chapter. This column is also used
for noting questions and highlighting concept you need to
review before the exam.

Remember; less is more. Begin with a yellow highlighter
when first reviewing these notes, then switch to an orange
highlighter and review the notes again, culling what you’ve
already highlighted. Finally go in with a pink highlighter. At
this point you should only be highlighting key words which
act as triggers for your memory.



CHAPTER ONE: Organisations and Management

 The importance of
managers to
organisations

 Managerial skills - identify critical issues challenging an organisation and
implement strategies to ensure profit and sustainability

o e.g. during the GFC Gerry Harvey kept inventory moving and his
salespeople motivated in order to boost customer confidence (Harvey
Norman)

 Achieving outcomes – aid the organisation in achieving its purpose by clearly
communicating their vision

o e.g. having the technical and managerial skills to plan and direct action
through a company motto and strong work ethic

 Promoting productivity – promotes employee loyalty and productivity by inspiring
and engaging with others

o The direction of supervisors and the quality of the employer-employee
relationship, leadership may inspire productivity

 The characteristics
of an organisation

 Changing
organisations

Organisation: a group of people working within a deliberate structure to achieve a
common purpose

1. Distinct purpose – a set of goals which the organisation hopes to accomplish
2. People – multiple people collaborating to achieve the goals
3. Deliberate structure – varies from contemporary “flat” network workplaces to a

traditional hierarchical workplace

 Changes such as a move for more sustainable organisational practices, the
multipolar nature of the global economy and information technology have pressured
organisation to adapt to changing customer and employee expectations

_____________
TRADITIONAL

e.g. Westpac Bank and BHP Billton

o Work is defined by job positions
with different divisions and units

o Based on hierarchical relationships
o Stable and individual oriented

________________
CONTEMPORARY

e.g. Google and IKEA

o Work is defined by tasks with
adhoc teams developing

o Based on lateral networks
o Dynamic and team oriented
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 Managers and
non-managerial
employees

Manager: a person who coordinates and oversees the work of other people so that
organisational goals can be accomplished, this is focused on helping other members to
achieve rather than a focus on personal achievement

o e.g. coordinating activities, mentoring an individual, although as teams share
leadership the distinction between managerial and non-managerial roles can be
complicated

_______________
TOP MANAGERS

 responsible for making organisation-wide decisions and establishing goals
and plans that effect the entire organisation



___________________
MIDDLE MANAGERS

 manage the work of first-line managers, in workplace restructuring jobs
are typically cut from the middle manager

______________________
FIRST-LINE MANAGERS

 manage the work of non-managerial employees who are directly involved
with the production or creation of the organisations products

 Management,
efficiency and
effectiveness

Management: coordinating and overseeing the work activities of others in order for
company goals to be met efficiently and effectively

___________
EFFICIENCY

 Involves getting the greatest output
from the least input

 e.g. resource efficiency in terms of
people, money and equipment

_______________
EFFECTIVENESS

 Involves the achievement of
organisational goals

 e.g. meeting rigorous customer
demands and adapting to change

 Thus, management strives for low resource waste (efficiency) and high goal
attainment (effectiveness)

 Management
Functions
Henry Fayol

 Manager define the organisations purpose and the means of achieving it through
planning, organising, leading and controlling

1. Planning – strategise through setting goals, developing plans to integrate new
policies and coordinating activities

2. Organising – arrange and structure work, determine ways in which tasks will
be performed and how this will be reported

3. Leading – motivate subordinates to perform their best, communicates ideas
and resolve conflict

4. Controlling – evaluate company performance through monitoring mechanisms
which allow a comparison and correction of the program
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 Management
Roles
Henry Mintzberg

 Action - managing action directly (through contracts and negotiation), managing
people who take action (through motivation and organisational culture) and
managing information which shapes action (through goals, budgets and task
delegation)

 Reflection - evaluation of efficiency and effectiveness in order to reach
organisational goals


